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Abstract
Two-dimensional gravity in the light-cone gauge was shown to ex-
hibit an underlying sl(2; R) current algebra. It is the purpose of this
note to oer a possible explanation about the origin of this important
algebra. The essential point is that two-dimensional gravity is governed
by a topological eld theory. The gauge group is sl(2; R) and it is this
enhanced gauge group that yields Polyakov's current algebra.
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1. Introduction.
Gravity in two-dimensional space-times has received extensive scrutiny in recent years,
both because of its importance in string theory, where it plays a crucial ro^le in world-sheet
dynamics, and as a tractable toy model for a quantum theory of gravity in higher dimen-
sions. As is usually the case for an eective toy model, the dynamics of two-dimensional
gravity is just non-trivial enough to be interesting, while remaining largely tractable.
At rst sight, two-dimensional general relativity would appear to be a too trivial
topological theory, since the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangean density is a total divergence,
and the space-time metric is a gauge artifact devoid of classical dynamics. Quantum
mechanically, of course, this is not true; except when coupled to conformal matter with
an appropriate central charge, quantum eects induce non-trivial dynamics for the metric
modulo coordinate transformations. In this way, we are led naturally to versions of two-
dimensional scalar-tensor gravity in which non-trivial equations of motion specify the scalar
curvature to be a (cosmological) constant. In conformal gauge this leads to Liouville
theory, but much greater progress has come from Polyakov's introduction of lightcone
gauge, in which the only degree of freedom is the g
++
component of the metric. This
is a natural gauge choice because det g = 1, and all geometrical quantities (Christoel
symbols, curvatures) are polynomial in g
++
and its derivatives. However, the real power
of this gauge choice lies in Polyakov's discovery of an sl(2; R) current algebra within the
algebra of observables [1]. It is this current algebra that makes the theory tractable, but
its appearance would appear to be entirely mysterious|unmotivated by any principle that
goes into the formulation of the theory. Several proposals towards unraveling its origin
have been made in the literature [2]. It is our purpose in this note to oer an alternative
explanation about the origin of this important algebra.
The essential point is that, despite appearances, this theory too is governed by a
topological eld theory, this time of Chern-Simons type (i.e. the solutions are at connec-
tions). The non-trivial dynamics emerges through a projection, rather in the same way
that solutions of the self-dual Yang-Mills equations emerge from a projection in twistor or
harmonic space. The gauge group of this Chern-Simons theory contains the local Lorentz
group, but is larger; in two dimensions it is just sl(2; R), and we shall show that it is
this enhanced gauge group that yields Polyakov's current algebra. This gauge theoretic
formulation of two-dimensional gravity has received some attention in the literature, but
is in fact a two-dimensional version of a four-dimensional construction rst described in a
little noticed paper of Pagels [3], in which some of the basic ideas of topological eld theory
[4] were introduced. Related ideas can also be found in [5]. In fact, Pagels' construction
of general relativity is trivially extendable to any dimension.
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2. Two-dimensional gravity as gauge theory.
In two dimensions the curvature tensor R

















so that R alone completely characterizes the local geometry. The relationship between the
Ricci tensor R

and R is such that the Einstein tensor vanishes identically. The fact that
Einstein gravity is inappropriate in two dimensions could also be deduced from the fact
that the curvature term in the Hilbert-Einstein action is the Euler characteristic class for
the manifold, which is independent of the metric. Because the full information on space-
time geometry is contained in the Ricci scalar R, Jackiw [6] and Teitelboim [7] proposed








where N is an auxiliary scalar eld. By varying this action with respect to N and g

we
recover the equations of motion













N = 0: (2:3)
Notice that the equation R =  does not involve N , this equation determines the metric,
while the other one determines N with no further restriction on g

. Despite appearances,
this model can be written as a sl(2; R) gauge theory [8], in the same way that Pagels
wrote a gauge theoretic action for four dimensional general relativity ( See also [9] for a
gauge theoretical formulation of the dilaton gravity). In fact Pagels' formulation may be
extended to any number of dimensions. We adopt the following conventions: Greek indices
 = 0 : : : d 1 refer to space-time; upper case latin A to an SO(d; 1) gauge group and lower
case latin a = 0; : : : ; d  1 to the local Lorentz group, which is an SO(d  1; 1) subgroup







transform as the adjoint representation of SO(d; 1) and a scalar eld in the fundamental
representation, 
A




















Here, the elipsis refers to the appropriate number of D's to soak up the indices on the
SO(d; 1)  symbol, D
A




is the curvature two-form of the SO(d; 1) connection. Identifying the gravitational vielbein




, the spin-connection with a similar transverse piece
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we recover the Hilbert-
Einstein action with non-zero cosmological constant. In two-dimensions this procedure
































antisymmetric sl(2; R) symbol.
The three components of the sl(2; R) gauge elds !
AB

will eventually be identied as
the spin connection !
ab



























is the covariant sl(2; R) derivative. The general solution


























are constants. We observe that the space of all solutions of the
classical equations of motion modulo gauge transformations is nite dimensional. Thus
the action (2.5) describes a topological eld theory.
In order to make contact with two-dimensional gravity we make the following identi-











a = 1; 2 are the two components of





is the spin connection. The introduction of the arbitrary scale
parameter s is necessary because while the veirbein is dimensionless, the gauge eld has
dimension one. Then the equations R
a3

= 0 provide the vanishing of torsion and establish
the relation between the veirbein e
a

















The remaining equation gives us R =  with the identication  = s
 2
. Finally combining
the two equations for 
a























So by identifying 
3
with N we have shown that the sl(2; R) gauge theory classically is
equivalent to the theory which was proposed by Jackiw [6] to describe two-dimensional
gravity.
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3. sl(2; R) Gauge.
The variation of e
A























is the parameter of transformation. Under a dieomorphism generated by a
vector eld  
























































exp() where (x), h
++
(x) and (x) are arbitrary functions. With this















This particular gauge was introduced in [10] in order to investigate the symmetry struc-







as independent variables. The equations of motion (2.6) provide a relation
between them. In the gauge we have chosen, with the particular choice for the components


























If we substitute these values into the equation R
ab

= 0, we nd the following equation of
motion for the dynamical degrees of freedom h
++













































. Then the residual sl(2; R) gauge transformations correspond to those ones




0. The solution to this equation constrains 
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being an arbitrary function of x
+












) respect this particular gauge choice. Let us proceed and
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We can now further x the gauge by selecting a specic form for e













. We seek the gauge transformations which preserve this form of e

,
namely we permit the arbitrary functions  and  to vary in such a manner that preserve
the form of e

. This will determine 
+
























































We have omitted the transformation which is generated by (x
+
) for simplicity. Having
determined the form of 
+







) on the only remaining degree of freedom h
++
. The














































are arbitrary functions of x
+
. By



































































































transform under the residual
sl(2; R) gauge transformations as the adjoint of an sl(2; R) Kac-Moody algebra. The





























are part of the original sl(2; R) gauge transformations with 
+
constrained as in Eqn. (3.8).
The Polyakov sl(2; R) Kac-Moody algebra in light cone gauge is a remnant of an sl(2; R)
Kac-Moody symmetry algebra which manifests itself as a residual symmetry algebra in the
sl(2; R) gauge and it is related to the original sl(2; R) tangent space gauge symmetry. Upon
gauge xing the original gauge transformations behave as coordinate transformations. In
the next section we will investigate the relation of the sl(2; R) gauge to the light-cone and
to the conformal gauge.
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4. Relation to other Gauges.
Polyakov has proposed to study two-dimensional gravity in the light-cone gauge where






























which is exactly the metric in the light cone gauge. The condition that the residual gauge
transformations respect the gauge choice e
 
 
= 0 and g
+ 




































We notice that 
+
is further constrained than before Eqn. (3.8). This particular relation
can also be recovered from (3.8) by setting  =  =  = 0 and  = 1.











be seen by either setting  = 0 into (3.5) or by substituting the values for the components
































































. The residual gauge transformations, Eqn. (4.3), act on the gravitational





















































































As we have further xed our sl(2; R) gauge in order to recover the light-cone gauge, only
part of the sl(2; R) Kac-Moody remains as a residual symmetry, more specically only the
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transformations generated by (x
+
) respect the light cone gauge. Let's now demonstrate
that residual gauge transformations act on h
++
(x) as residual dieomorphisms. The latter



































































which is the same as Eqn. (4.6).
We briey comment on the relation of the sl(2; R) gauge and the conformal gauge. By
setting h
++






















= 0 which we recognise as the
Liouville equation. The residual gauge transformations which respect this particular form
follow by simply demanding h
++








which follows from e
 
 



























. This is identical to the action of
residual dieomorphisms in the conformal gauge.
5. Conclusions.
Let us review the results presented in this paper. Two-dimensional gravity exhibits a
sl(2; R) current algebra in the light-cone gauge. It is the presence of this algebra that makes
the theory tractable although it's origin appears mysterious. In this paper we oered an
explanation about the origin of this important algebra. The point is that two-dimensional
gravity can be formulated as a sl(2; R) gauge theory. Upon gauge xing the current algebra
manifests itself as a residual symmetry algebra. Further gauge xing to light cone gauge
restricts the gauge freedom and only part of the current algebra survives as a residual
symmetry. The residual gauge transformations act on the gravitational degrees of freedom
as residual dieomorphisms [11].
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